Abstract Submission

Trainees may only submit one abstract as first author this year, due to a limited number of presentation spaces. Trainees must be present during judging on June 15, 2021 to be eligible for the $200 award in their category. Trainees from outside of the Libin Cardiovascular Institute who conduct cardiovascular or vascular research are welcome to submit an abstract and participate in this event. Submission Deadline: April 26, 2021.

- Keep your abstract to 200 words or less or it will be returned for revision.
- Your abstract should reflect your research efforts as first author.
- Abstracts cannot be edited/modified once submitted.
- Scientific Talks & TED-Style Talks will be selected from abstracts submitted for this part of the agenda. Please indicate on your registration form that you would like your abstract considered for a Scientific Talks or TED-Style Talks, as a limited number of presentation spaces are available for each category.